In a recent paper [l] M. Aschbacher has developed some powerful tools for studying finite groups G which possess an involution whose centralizer in G is not 2-constrained (all relevant definitions are included following the initial discussion). His basic hypothesis is that for at least one involution t E G Cc(t) is not 2-constrained and for every involution a E G the components of C,(u) are quasisimple. The set Z(G) of components of C,(u) as a runs over all involutions in G is ordered in such a way that the set of maximal elements under this ordering (denoted by 2'*(G)) contains, in particular, the set of components which are maximal under set theoretic inclusion. It is these * -maximal components which are of primary interest. The main result of [l] asserts that G always has an involution 2, and component L of Cc(tl) 
One can see precisely why (3) occurs by the following example. Let q be a power of an odd prime with q > 3, q f 1 (mod 8) and let One easily computes that the projective centralizer of the image of t in L,(q) = G contains the images of (the exact structure of C,(t) is computed in [16] ).
Furthermore, AI and & are the only components of Cc(t), ?ir" = &, AI g X.(2, q) and A,A, is the centra1 product of AI and & with common center (t) (if q = 3, xr is not quasisimple and, in fact, C,(t) is 2-constrained).
The main result of this paper shows that in simple groups satisfying his hypothesis, Aschbacher's third possibility occurs only in the 4-dimensional classical groups so that this example represents the generic case one should keep in mind throughout. The congruence restriction on q further illustrates the power of Aschbacher's Standard Form Theorem: for if q = 1 (mod 8) let h be a primitive 8th root of unity in GF(q) and let h h t, -= t 1 h E SL(4,q).
--A
Notice that t12 E Z(SL(4, q)) so tI is a projective involution in G. Under the above notation one easily computes that C,(t,) has precisely one component, namely the image of in L,(q). NowE is a standard component and Jr C&in fact if q EZ 1 (mod 8) it follows that xX is never maximal under the component ordering!
DEFINITIONS
(a) For a prime p the group X is p-constrained if X = X/O,(X) has the property that Cx(O,(X)) C O, (8) .
(b) A group X is quasisimple if X = [X, X] and X/Z(X) is a nonabelian simple group. (h) Assume A, ,..., A,, are commuting subgroups of a group X and for each i, A, has a unique involution. If Vi f j j Ai n Aj I2 = 2, denote the group generated by A, ,..., A, by A,* ... *A,, .
(i) An element x is said to be rooted in a group X if 3~1 E X with y2 = x.
(j) For a group X, F(X) = Fitting subgroup of X and F*(X) = F(X) E(X) = generalized Fitting subgroup of X. The remainder of our notation is standard (see [8] ). The main theorem of this paper can now be stated. THEOREM 1. Let G be a jinite group with no subgroup of index 2, t an involution in G, A a E(C,(t)) with A E P*(G). Assume thatfor each involution a E G the components of C,(a) are quasisimple. Assume further that (I) A is of%-rank I, Then G has a normal subgroup G* of odd index containing O(G) such that for some odd q > 3 G*/O(G) g S,(q), L,(q)q $ 1 (mod 8) or U,(q)q $ 7 (mod 8).
From [1] and Theorem 1 we have the immediate corollary: COROLLARY I. Let G be a finite simple group with Y(G) # a. Assume for each involution a E G that the components of Co(a) are quasisimple. Assume further that A E 9*(G) and if K E S(G) and A is a homomorphic image of K, then K E Z*(G).
Then one of the following holds:
(I) A = A,(No(A)) = d,(C,(a)) for each involution a E Co(A) and VgE G [A, Ao] # 1;
(2) for some odd q > 3 G g S,(q), L,(q)q $ 1 (mod 8), or U,(q)q $ 7 (mod 8).
After some preliminary lemmas, the proof of Theorem 1 begins in Section 3 by studying the Sylow 2-subgroups of Co(A*Az) until it is possible to show j C,(A*Az)l, = 2. In Section 4 the fusion of involutions in Co(O,(A)) is analyzed until the isomorphism type of a Sylow 2-subgroup of G is determined.
The arguments are independent of the main theorems of [I] but draw on some of its preliminary lemmas.
II. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS
The first two lemmas are well known. LEMMA 2.1. Let H be a finite group.
(I) If X, A C H with A perfect and [X, A, A] = I, then [X, A] = 1.
(2) E(H) is a central product of uniquely determined quasisimple groups, namely the components of E(H), so these components are permuted under conjugation by H.
(3) C&F*(H)) = Z(F*(H)).
(4) Assume K1 and K, are distinct components of E(H) and w is an invobtion in H with K," = Kz . Then (i) {hh" 1 h E K1} is a homomrophic image of K1 contained in C,(w) and so, in particular, is perfect, and (ii) if w belongs to a fourgroup W with WC N(K,K,), then P,,,(K,K,) = K,K, .
Proofs. (1) is immediate from the 3 subgroups lemma, (2) and (3) are found in Goldschmidt [7] and (4) is proven in Aschbacher [I] Lemmas 2.5 and 2.8, respectively. RICHARD FOOTE LEMMA 2.2. Let G be a finite group, t an involution in G and assume the components of C(t) are quasiSimple. Then Cc(,,(E(C(t))) is 2-constrained. Proof . Let X = C&E(C(t))) d b
an o serve that as X 4 C(t) components of X are components of C(t) so by definition of X E(X) = 1. Moreover, since the components of X are quasisimple it follows that E(X/O(X)) = 1.
Thus F*(X/O(X)) = 0,(X/O(X)) h w ence by 2. I (3) X is 2-constrained. LEMMA 2.3. Let a be an involution in the finite group H, t an involution in C,(a), A a component of E(C,(t)) with A CC,(a) and L a component of E(C,(a)). Then one of the following holds: Proof. By a direct application of Lemma 2.3 to each component L of E(C(a)) we obtain either A C E(C(a)) or A C C,(,)(E(C(a))). By way of contradiction assume A C X = C,(,,(E(C(a))) and let B = O,,,,(X), so that A normalizes Cc(t). Because Cn(t) is solvable, [CJt), A, A] C Z(A) and so by two applications of Lemma 2.1 (I), [CB(t), A] = 1. Hence A centralizes Cc(t) 0(X)/O(X) so by the generalized A x B lemma (Lemma 1.1 of [2] ; A being generated by its 2'-elements) X is not 2-constrained contrary to Lemma 2.2. This contradiction proves A C E(C(a)) so there exists a component L of E(C(a)) with [A, L] # 1. If furthermore A E Z*(H), from Lemma 2.3 and the definition of 5?*(H) it follows that either A = L or L # Lt and A = CLLt(t)' as desired.
Now let A be a finite quasisimple group of 2-rank 1. The major results of Brauer-Suzuki [3] and Gorenstein-Walter [12] show that A/O(A) e SL(2, q) or A& where q is a power of an odd prime, 4 > 3 and A, is the 2-fold covering group of A, . Furthermore, by examining the Schur multipliers of these groups one sees that A z SL(2, q), a, , A66 or A^,6 where the latter two groups are the 6-fold covering groups of A,, A,, respectively. We will require some miscellaneous results on certain subgroups of Aut(A) and some generation properties of A. LEMMA 2.5. Assume A z SL(2, ~5'~~) where p is an odd prime, m is odd and q r= p?~nl~ (1) Aut(A) cx PIL(2, q).
(2) All involutions in PSL(2, q) are conjugate; involutions in PGL(2, q) -PSL(2, q) are conjugate under the action of PSL(2, q); and ifr > 1 all involutions in PPL(2, q) -PGL(2, q) are conjugate under the action of PGL(2, q).
(3) Out(A) = Aut(A)/Inn(A)
is abelian and has a Sylow 2-subgroup of type (2, 27 ; if Y > 1 the 3 cosets of Out(A) of order 2 are distinguished by the terms PGL, PGL* and$eld; ifr > 2, only the$eld coset is rooted in Out(A) so in general if i is an involution in Aut(A) which is rooted in Aut(A), i induces either an inner or field automorphism on A; furthermore, the PGL* coset contains no involution of Aut(A).
(4) If i is an involution in Aut(A), one of the following holds:
(i) i is an inner automorphism on A and 1 A : C,(i)& = 2, (ii) i is a PGL automorphism on A and 1 C,(i)lz = 2, (iii) i is a field automorphism on A, C,(i) z SL(2, p2'-lm), so 1 A : C,(i)lz = 2; furthermore CpcL(2,q)(i) C PSL(2, q) and i centralizes a Sylow 2-subgroup of PSL(2, q). In particular, if i is an involution in Aut(A), i does not centralize a Sylow 2-subgroup of A.
(5) / A j2 > 2r+3. (6) Sylow 2-subgroups of PSL(2, q) and PGL(2, q) are dihedral. Sylow 2-subgroups of PGL*(2, q) are quasidihedral.
Proof. Most of these facts are well known: (I), (2) and the first sentence of (6) are in Dickson [4] and Dieudonne [5] .
To prove (3) observe that PPL(2, q) is constructed by taking the semidirect product of GL(2, q) by Aut(GF(q)) and factoring this group by Z(GL(2, q)).
Since I PGL(2, q) : PSL(2, q)l = 2, Out(A) s 2s x Aut(GF(q)). From this decomposition, all but the final statement of (3) is immediate. Using part (2) one can easily establish this remaining fact.
Parts (i) and (ii) of (4) follow from the structure of Sylow 2-subgroups of PSL(2, q) and PGL(2, q). Assume i is an involution in PPL(2, q)-PGL(2, q) and observe that by (2) we may choose a basis for the underlying vector space A operates on so that i acts as a field automorphism on the matrix coefficients of elements of A represented in terms of this basis. Thus C,(i) z SL(2, p2'-'") RICHARD FOOTE and a direct computation using the order formulas shows / A : C,(i)1 x 2 (mod 4). Form the semidirect product A(i) = H and note that H/Z(A) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(A). Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of A containing a Sylow 2-subgroup S,, of C,(i). Since both S and S, are (generalized) quaternion and j S : S,, 1 = 2 we may write S = (a, j I aan = jz, j4 = I, .j = a-l), S,, = (a2, j). Let (z) = (8) so that (z) =y Z(A) and because i centralizes a2 but not a, iui = az. Thus i centralizes S/(z) which is a Sylow 2-subgroup of A/Z(A) s PSL(2,q). Furthermore because (zj)2 = ;'j2 = z, by part (2) both i and zj induce field automorphisms of order 2 on A but by orders they are not conjugate in (A, i). Since 1 PGL(2, q) : PSL(2, q)1 = 2 and because the single class of field automorphisms (under the action of PGL(2, q)) splits into two classes under the action of PSL(2, q), Cpc;L(2,a)(i) C PSL(2, q) as desired. This establishes all assertions of (4).
Statement (5) is immediate from (4) (iii) and induction.
To prove that a Sylow 2-subgroup of PGL*(2, q) is quasidihedral let i be a field automorphism of order 2 in PrL(2, q) and let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of PGL(2, q) containing a Sylow 2-subgroup of CPcL(2,n)(i). We previously mentioned that S is dihedral and, of course, 1 S 1 = 1 PGL*(2, q)12 = 2n+1.
If (a) is the cyclic maximal subgroup of S, from (4) (iii) it follows that i& = a1+2"-' so 1 iu / = 2". Thus a Sylow 2-subgroup T of PGL*(2, q) has a cyclic maximal subgroup and, by the last statement of (3), Qn,( T) C PSL(2, q) so Q,(T) is dihedral. These two facts prove T is quasidihedral. LEMMA 
Assume A E ,& .
(1) Aut(A) z z; .
(2) No involution of Aut(A) centralizes a Sylow 2-subgroup of A.
(3) The coset of order 2 in Out(A) is denoted by the term &type and the centralizer in A of each involution in this coset contains a subgroup isomorphic to SL(2, 3).
Proof. To prove (1) note that Aut(A,) z 2, and by Schur [17] (2, 9) whence every involution in Aut(A) induces a nontrivial automorphism on some subgroup B of A with B g SL (2, 9) . Moreover, involutions of 2, type on A induce automorphisms of field type on B.
At this point it is worth remaking that since we are concerned with the action of 2-elements on A, the two exceptional groups with nontrivial cores present no additional difficulty in future arguments. Furthermore, since Sylow 3-subgroups of as6 and a," are of exponent 3 if A, is a subgroup of either of these groups and A, involves SL(2, 3) then A, actually contains X(2, 3) as a subgroup. If A C+ SL(2, 5), each distinct w E W# centralizes a distinct cyclic subgroup of A of order 8. Using Dickson's list (Section 260 of [4] ) it is an easy matter to check that any subgroup of PSL(2, q), q = 7 or 9 (or AJ which contains 2 distinct cyclic subgroups of order 4 must also contain PSL (2, 3) .
If A G SL(2, 5) and WC AC(A), since in PSL(2, 5) (=A5) the centralizer of each involution has order 4, it follows directly that r,, &A) c Q8 . (1) All noncentral involutions in D are conjugate in D.
(2) If A'J = A" and y2 = 1, every involution in yD is conjugate by some element of D to either y or yz. Proof. Assertion (1) is a consequence of the fact that all elements of order 4 in A are conjugate in A.
To prove (2) suppose a E A, b E Au and (yab)2 = 1. By expanding and rearranging this equation we obtain (bva)(a'Jb) = 1. Thus a"b E A n Au = (t) where (t) is of order 2 or 6 and t3 = z. Hence yab = a'Jyb = b-Vyb, so yab is conjugate to some involution in (t, y). Since (t, y) z 2, x 2, , 2, x 2, or D,, it follows that in any case yab is conjugate in ( y, D) to either y or yz Because D is of index 2 in ( y, D> this conjugation can be accomplished by an element of D.
RICHARD FOOTE
To prove (3) notice that if u is any projective involution in yD, by Lemma 2.5 (2) 3a E A such that u"y is a 2-element in C(A) and 36 E AZ such that uby is a 2-element in C(A"). Because [A, Ax] = 1, &by is a 2-element in C(A) n C(Az) SO uab = y or yz. By Lemma 2.5 (4) y inverts an element c of order 4 in A so y N yz in (y, c) and (3) is proven.
To prove (4) first notice that if u is any involution in yD, II induces a field automorphism on both A and A". Furthermore, (the proof of) Lemma 2.5 (4) shows that there are 2-classes of projective (mod Z(A)) involutions in the where i E C(y) n Q. By induction on Y it follows that y-lay = ult2"~' (where r < n -3 by Lemma 2.5 (5)).
For ar, E z calculate that (ya*~)~ = ys(y~i@y)uao = y'%z?~o+@"-' = ya@ where if 0~~ = 26 (mod 2"+l), ai = 2a+i (mod 2at2). By induction, (yaEO)st = yztaa*, where q = 2a+t (mod 2s+'+l). In particular, if q, = 1 (mod 2) (-e @Q E R -Q), (y@o)2' = y2'aR' = aa, where OL,. z 2' (mod 2r+r), so / yaao / > 2'.
Consider now ya+ with (~a = 1 (mod 2). One calculates that (ya*oi)2 = y2aoio2"-r = y2& where A0 = 2"-' (mod 2n-r+1). With y1 = y2 the previous paragraph shows:
where A,-, = 2"~~ (mod 2"), whence / ya% 1 = 2r+1.
Finally, if e = uzn-', 1 e 1 = 2' and our calculations show that (JW)~'-' ~-1 where LY~-~ = 2T-1 (mod 2'). Thus e +I is the unique involution, e+-l, in (e), as required.
III. THE STRUCTURE OF C,(A*A")
For the remainder of the paper G will be a finite group satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1, A, t and x will be as given by this hypothesis.
Some additional notation will be useful: D = A*A", (z) = O,(A) = O,(D), z2 = 1, N = N(D), C = C(D), w is an involution in D -(z>. Clearly (1) * (2) and 3.1 * (3).
In (4) we have C(C) C C(z) so Dq E(C(C)). Hence D _a E(N(C)) SO Proof. Lemma 2.4 applied in H = G with z in place of t shows that 3L a component of E(C(a)) with either A = L or L # L" and A = C&Z)'. The latter case is impossible because z E E(C(a)) and L g E(C(a)); so necessarily A 4 E(C(a)) and previous lemmas apply to complete the proof. Conjugating by x establishes the second assertion. If B C Ng, BY-l C N so g-l EN as required. In (2) if fg induces an automorphism of field or Z; type on A or A*, by Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 (using the fact that for all odd 4 SL(2, Q) contains a subgroup isomorphic to SL(2,3)) 3B C A or A5 with B z SL(2, 3) and B C Ng. By (1) g E N. Since N = C(z), the final assertion is immediate from the previous ones. This establishes the lemma in its entirety.
Using Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 it is easy to see that for every g E G -N, / C n Cg 1 is odd, that is, in Aschbacher's terminology C is tightly embedded in G. To study the interplay between Sylow 2-subgroups of conjugates of C we introduce the following set:
If 5 = 0, by the Glauberman Z*-theorem The first major result of this section is that every element of Y has order 2; from this point it is an easy matter to show that a Sylow 2-subgroup of C has order 2.
It is convenient to quote the completely elementary result of part (1) of Theorem 2 of El]: Proof. Since zg $ DC, by 3.12 (1) .aQ is not rooted in N(A). Thus 3x EN -N(A) with x2 = zg. As usual, .zg is not of field or Zr type on A or ,4". Moreover, if .zg induces an inner automorphism on A, z'=' = (zg>" induces an inner automorphism on Ax whence by 3. IO zg E DC, against our hypothesis. Thus zg is of PGL type on A and zu = (zU)~ is of PGL type on A" as well. Proof. This proof makes full use of the symmetry between (N, C) and (Ng, 0). Assume ZlTg E 9 with 1 To / > 2 so that by 3.13 To= 2, and by 3.11 (.a") = Q,(TQ) g DC. Thus Lemma 3.15 proves that ,e? induces a PGL automorphism on both A and A". Since zg inverts elements r and s of order 4 in A, A" respectively, zg centralizes the involution w = rs. Using Lemma 3.6 let u be an element of order 4 in C n C(Tg). Hence by symmetry (u) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C n Ng and (via 3.9) u2 = z. By construction 0' = {u, us> is an abelian subgroup of No of type (2, 4) .
We now concentrate on determining the embedding of C in Yg. Using symmetry we see that z is rooted in No and z 6 DSO whence zz is of PGL type on both '4~ and A"!'. Because z 6 DC", by 3.12 x is not rooted in N(A'J), This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
IV. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1
The main task of this section is to eliminate the possibility that a 2-element of N(A) induces an automorphism of A of field or .Z7 type. Once this is completed, arguments found in the "Sectional 2-rank < 4" paper [l I] together with the relevant Sylow 2-subgroup classification theorems complete the proof of Theorem 1.
The notation carries over from Section III with the following additions: It is in general true, however, that R = S n C(A) C(Az) = S n D but this is difficult to prove. We content ourselves with a weaker result from which we will be able to derive the above equalities in each of the special cases we consider: W'e can now determine the structure of S/R. Notice that by Lemma 2.5 (5) M/R is isomorphic to a subgroup of Z, x Z,,-, . Furthermore, we know y E M but y+ $ R so SIR has a cyclic subgroup (xR) of index at most 2. Now let IV = V(ccZo(z); U) and observe that as U, is generated by involutions which are all conjugate to z, IV2 U, . Certainly W # U, because W admits h whereas U, does not. Therefore 3k E G with 9 E U, zli $ U, . Since we proved Q,(U) C N(A) zli must be of PGL type on A. Since 9 was arbitrary subject to .zk E U -Ui and since M/R is abelian, we have / WR : R / = 2 and, of course, WR a S. It follows that S/R is abelian of type (2, 2"~~). Let p be a representative of the PGL* coset of R in M so that S/(p, R) E Z,,ml . By the proof of Thompson E @, which is false. Finally, assume x2 belongs to the PGL* coset of M/R and let y be an element of M which is of field type on A with y2 E C(A). Since y" is of PGL type on iI, y is of PGL type on A". Thus, because the PGL coset contains involutions 3 yi E S n AZ such that (y~i)~ E C(A").
Since AZ _C C(A), (y~i)~ E (z) and yyi still induces a field automorphism of A of order 2. Moreover, if (yyi)" = z let y2 be an element of order 4 in C,(yyi), so that (yyi yJ2 = 1 and yyi y2 induces a field automorphism of A of order 2. Thus we may assume y EM is of field type on A with y2 = 1. By Thompson's transfer lemma applied to S/(X, R) s 2, one sees that 3e E G such that ye E (x, R). But none of xR, x2R nor x3R contains an involution, hence ye E R. This is a contradiction by Lemma 3.5 since every involution in R is fused in G to z.
The proof of the lemma is complete. Observe that the existence of a coset of field or 2, type forces 1 A I2 > 16. Thus if so E N(A) for some g E G, zo induces an automorphism of field or Z, type on both A and A", an inner automorphism on A and A", or ,zg = z. The first 2 possibilities are ruled out by Lemmas 3.5 and 4.2 so zg E N(A) o g E N. Furthermore, if zg E N -N(A) for some g E G, by 3.14 zzg mG w.
Let P~Syl~(c~(f)); replacingfby an N-conjugate, PCS. LetF = sZ,(Z(P)) and observe that because C,(f) contains a quaternion group, F C M. Furthermore M/R being cyclic forces j F : R A F 1 = 2; finally, since no noncentral involution of D centralizes a quaternion subgroup of D, F = (f, z). Notice that by 2.8 f No fz in (A, f) but by 3.5 f 3cG z, so PE Syl,(C,(f)) as well. Suppose g E G such that fg E N(A); let Q E Syl,(C,(fg)) so that for some p E C(f ), Q0-l" C P. Since fg is of inner, field, or .& type on A, 3a E Q with a2 = z. Thus zg-'P E N(A) SO the preceding paragraph shows gp'p E N. In particular, f is not fused in G to any involution in D.
We now demonstrate by means of the Z*-theorem that C(f) _C N. Assume z is not isolated in C(f), i.e., we could pick g E C(f) such that .zg E P -{z>; once again .sg E S -M so (.a+, f) is a foursubgroup of SIR. Note that M/R is a cyclic subgroup of index 2 in S/R so that structure of SIR is almost determined. If S/R is abelian (of type (2,2s)) we may transfer G into S/(z*, R) g Z2s and apply the proof of Thompson's transfer lemma to get f fused in G to some involution in (se, 0). This is impossible because by Let PI = N,(P) and e = ,@fzg so S 1, PI JZ P and ,sg 6 PI . Thus W = F. FZ" = (z, f, e) is of type E, or D, and is normalized by ~0. If Wg D, , (fe) must be the unique 2, subgroup of W with (fe)2 = Z. This is again impossible because .ZB inverts fe so (fe)-?zg(fe) = ZZ~ contrary to .Z +c w. We must therefore have WE Es so Proof. The basic framework of this argument follows that of the previous lemma although the technical difficulties encountered here are considerably greater.
Assume to the contrary that M/R is of type (2, 26) /3 3 1. This assumption immediately forces j A I2 > 16 and A/O(A) * A, .
Assume i is an involution in N(A) such that for some g E G C(i) C No # N. First of all, by 3.5 i is not a field automorphism on A. If i induces an inner automorphism on A, because 1 A I2 > 16 i centralizes some element a in A of order 8. In this case a2 E N(Ag) (and a4 = Z) so by Lemma 3.12 z E Dg contrary to 4.2. Hence i is necessarily of PGL type on A and, similarly, on A" as well.
In the previous lemma we had M/R cyclic of order 28 but (by Lemma 2.9) it may not have been possible to pick an element of M which induced a field automorphism of order 26 on A. Here, however, because 01 = 1 we may pick y E M which induces a field automorphism on A of order 2s i.e., y2a E C(A). Suppose we could not pick such an element y with y2' E (z). Let x E S -M and let p be a representative of the PGL coset of M/R on A, p2 E R; so M/R = (pR> x (yR). If yx E (yR), then 3a E S n A and 8 E h such that y% E y6 (mod C(A)). With b = a"-l we have b E A" C C(A) so yb induces a field automorphism on A of order 2s and (y6)@ E S n C(A) n C(Az) = (z) contrary to assumption. Thus 3X E Z such that yz = pyA (mod R) (*)
We need to show h is odd. Assume, therefore, h is even and consider first when /3 = 1. In this case (*) reads yz = p (mod R), i.e., y3! lies in the PGL coset of M/R. Since this coset contains projective (mod C(A)) involutions 3a E A n S with y% E C(A). Again with b = axA1 we get (~6)~ E (a) and yb = y (mod R), contrary to assumption. If h is even and /3 > 1 set y, = yzBel; from (*) we obtain (yr)" = 1 (mod R) and yr induces a field automorphism of order 2 on A. Thus yr" E S n C(A) C(A") hence also yr E S n C(A) C(A") contrary to Lemma 4.1. This establishes that h is odd. Let S,, = ( y2, R) so that So/R = &(M/R) and M/S,, is a fourgroup. Because h is odd, p, y and y* are representatives for the nonidentity cosets of S,, in M. If i is any involution in M -R, i induces either a field or PGL automorphism on A, that is i z yz8-l or p (mod R) respectively; furthermore, in the former case, by our initial assumption, we must have /3 > 1. Hence, for any involution i E M, is, E (p&J.
Finally, because y2' E S n AZC(Az) = Rx we may write yzB = bc where b E S n AZ, c E S n C(A"). Since y2' E S n C(A) and b E C(A), c E (z) proving y2' E AZ. Let 1 y j = 2" so that z = y2"-'. We are now in a position to derive a contradiction by considering the value on y of the transfer of G into M/S,. To simplify matters we set N,, = &AC(A), observing that N(A)/AC(A) is abelian so the Sylow 2-subgroup of N(A)/N" is isomorphic to M/S,, . If g E G -N and 1 # g-ly"g E N(A) for some u E E, then since zg E ( yg) by the initial remarks of this lemma zg is of PGL type on A whence is not rooted in N(A); we must therefore have g-'y"g = zg i.e., D E 26-l (mod 29. In order to compute our transfer in the usual fashion we need to know the orbits of y on the cosets of N(A) in G. We first compute the orbits of y on the cosets of N in G and then see how these orbits "split" when passing from cosets of N to cosets of N(A). Write down the orbits for the left action of y on the cosets of N in G, noting that by the above calculations orbits different from { 1 N} have size 26-2, 26-1 or 28: This contradicts the fact that G has no subgroup of index 2. Thus the assumption Y < 2 must be false so 3g E G -N with g-1y28-eg E N. Because z = y2'-l, z E No and so either z $ N(AQ) or z induces a PGL automorphism on both As and Azg. Both of these situations lead to a contradiction because z centralizes the subgroup (g-lyz8-*g) of order 4 in A"g. This transfer argument has established that we may pick an element y of M which induces a field automorphism of order 2" on A with y2' E (a). We want to be able to choose y with y2' = 1. If y2 = z (i.e., /3 = l), as usual we may pick e E A n C(y) with j e 1 = 4 and replace y by ye to get y2 = 1. If yz8 = z and j3 > 1, working in (A, y)/(z) = (A, y), let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of A containing a Sylow 2-subgroup of CA(y2'-'). By Lemma 2.9 3e E T of order 25+l and E E (0, l} such that (ye)2"r-1 = y2'-'ez8-'x'. But because y2'-' /3>1, y+ induces a field automorphism of A of order 2 and because centralizes (e2> 1 (e2'-l). Thus (ye)28 = 1 and 2B ye = y (mod AC(A)) so we may assume y = I. Note that the replaced element y Let p be an element of M which induces a PGL automorphism on A of order 2 i.e., p2 E C(A). Suppose we could not pick such an element p with p2 E (a). By following the arguments we used on y in this situation one sees: has value V(p) = pp" + 1 (mod AC(A)), contradicting G = 02(G). Thus we may choose p to induce a PGL automorphism on A with p2 E (z) (although not necessarily with pa = 1). Since px + f (mod R) and since the PGL* coset of M/R on A contains no projective (mod (z)) involutions, p5 is also a PGL automorphism on A, proving @(M/R) C W/R).
As a final observation on the structure of SIR notice that the coset yR contains an element yi which induces a field automorphism on A of order 2s with yf' E (a}, so by Lemma 2.9 (yR) 4 SIR. In this situation SIR = (pjR) x (yR) x (xR). By transferring G into S/(pj, X, R) and applying the proof of Thompson's transfer lemma we obtain h E G such that jh E (pj, x, R). No conjugate of j lies in R and no involution lies in the PGL* coset pjR. Further, by 2.8 every involution in xR(C xD) is fused in G to either x or w, so the only possibility is jh E xpjR Since f2 = 1, 3r ~pfR with (w)~ = 1, i.e., x inverts Y.
The next objective is to show that a and i can be chosen in such a way that the following relations occur: (I) y2 = a&-l, (2) Y centralizes a, 6, (3) j~j = y1+2"-' ) (4) zjY$ = Y-l+2n-1Z, (5) j centralizes i, j. Of course we already know: (6) faj == az and jbf = bz by 2.5, and, by construction, (7) ij is an involution inverting a, b, and (8) contrary to Lemma 3.14. This argument has established that ] YQ j = 2'" so (c) = (a) and (d) = (6). Since a, b were arbitrary subject to ax = 6 we may assume a = c, b = d, which gives (1). Thus for some E E {0, I} r-lay = aY. However, ra-l E W so (ya-1)2 = a-lb-k6 EN, and by Lemma 2.1 (4), ab l N(A").Since Lemma 3.14 show 24 N(Ag), E = 0 so Y centralizes a and r-l = Y" centralizes a" = b, giving (2). Now choose notation so that i E C(j), whence also i* = j E C(j). From relation (6) we have that f centralizes y2. Moreover, because (YQ) and (rp) are the cyclic maximal subgroups of (Y, R)/Q and (Y, R)/p repectively, j normalizes but (by Lemma 2.5 (4)) does not centralize these cyclic quotient groups. It follows therefore that (f~j) . (~l+~~-l)-l EQ n p = (z). Thus jrf = Y~+~~-~zE for some E E (0, I}. As j, ra-l E W and j NV : N(Ag)/ = 2, (ra-l)-l(ra-l)f E N(A9). Computing this product gives ae"-2b-2"-2z++1 E N(A0) so a2n-zb2"-2ze+2 E N(k). Again, because ab E N(Ag) but z 4 N(Ag)r = 0 as was required to give (3).
Finally,
we will establish (4) by again appealing to the isomorphism (r, W/Q zz Q&+1 . This gives that (ijlij)(r-l+z"-')-l E Q. Conjugating by x gives (ijr-lij)(r-rf2"-') E Q" so ijrij = r-l+~n-lz~ for some E E (0, 11. Since 1 Ng : N(Ag)l = 2, (~u-l)(ru-l)~~ E N(AQ). By expanding this product via established relations we obtain &-zb-2"-'zE E N(AQ), so a2"-1b2n-1~E+1 E iV(Ag) and, as before, E = 1. This completes the verification of relations (l)- (8) .
Returning to the global argument, by transferring G into S/(p, x, R) and applying the proof of Thompson's transfer lemma, as in the argument of the first paragraph of this case we obtain k E G such that f k EPR U pxR. We now utilize (l)- (8) to show that neither of these cosets contains an involution! First assume f k E pR i.e., f k induces a PGL automorphism on both A and Ax. Now fr EPR so frtj EPR as well. A direct computation shows that (frij)2 = z so f+ is a projective (mod(z)) involution in pR. Since by 
Thus
Hence, by rearrangement bo+2n-za u 2n-zy-~jvy E jviTb-Ua-0 (mod(z)) (**).
If 7 E 0 (mod 2), reduce (**) mod Q to get bo+2"-' 3 jyb-ii (mod Q) whence Y = 0 (mod 2) and b"+u+2n-2 EQ n (b) = (z). Hence, in the case 7 E 0 (mod 2) we have that for some Q E (0, I} y1 = ~u~b-~-~"-~x~. Now, the involutionfx inverts rl , and, via (l)- (8) xfy,fx = x(fY(ab-yv??q)x = h'(y(ab-l)o+2n-eb-2n-zZ,)x = ,-l(ab-')-u-2"-2a-2"-*zt E y-Ia-o~o+2~-~zt+l = r;% contradicting the fact that xfYlfx = Y;l. Thus the assumption 7 = 0 (mod 2) leads to the conclusion that fxrR contains no bona fide involutions.
If 7 + 0 (mod 2), the argument of the previous paragraph (working mod p) shows v + 0 (mod 2). Again working mod Q( **) reduces to b~+2"-*y-ljy 5 jb-U (mod Q).
Via (l)-(S) the left hand side of the above equation can be simplified to obtain jb-l-" = jb-0 (mod Q), so b-u+ll" E (6) n Q = (x). Thus for some E E (0, I} ri = ra%bl+ojZc = r(ab)"bbijz'. As before, the involution fx inverts ri and a direct calculation yields:
Thus zzr Y-'-'"-'(~b)"~(~y;i)(ab)-~b-1Z2E+1 = ur2ab-lz z, a contradiction to the fact that (fxY# = 1. I n a 11 cases the coset fxrR contains no involutions and so the discussion of Case I is complete.
Case II.
S/R nonabelian.
In this case, because xR normalizes (yR) and centralizes (fR, pR) we must have that xR does not centralize (yR). This situation is identical to the nonabelian case of Lemma 4.3 where here the group (xR, yR) plays the role of S/R in Lemma 4.3. Following this previous argument, we get that 36 EZ such that ~-~xy~ E fxR, so x is conjugate in N to either fx or fxz. As before we must have either f wG z or f wG u), both of which are impossible. This contradiction completes the discussion of Case II and so proves that z is isolated in C( f ). The Z*-theorem again yields the factorization:
It is now an easy matter to complete the proof of this lemma. Assume S/R is abelian, whence it is of type (4,26), (2, 2s+l) or (2, 2, 26) . The former 2 cases may be eliminated by choosing I E S with r2R or rR the PGL* coset and by then transferring G into the cyclic group S/(Y, R) to obtain g E G with f * E (Y, R). Since no conjugate off lies in R or in the PGL* coset, a contradiction is immediate; we are led to conclude S/R is of type (2, 2, 2s) . Let x E S -M with x2 E R and transfer G into S/(x,pf, R) to obtain, via Thompson's lemma, g E G with fg E (x, pf, RR). Since pfR is the PGL* coset, it follows that f" E S -M. By the parallel argument in Lemma 4.3 we see that L,(q) is involved in C,(fg) but not in C,(f), a contradiction. More specifically, we obtain that if f" E S for some g E G, then f" E fil. Thus S/R is nonabelian and because &(M/R) . is central in SIR, M/R is not a fourgroup. This forces A s SL(2,q) q > 9 and the argument in Lemma 4.3 further shows C(f) _C N as desired.
If for some g E G -Nf E NQ, thenfc N(Ag) and by the initial remarks of this lemma f induces a PGL automorphism on both A9 and Azg. We may assume zg E S, whence as zgf is an involution (therefore not in the PGL* coset) zg E S -M. This leads to a contradiction because fzq E S -M and f N fz" in (f, D*) by 2.8. We have proved that f" E No g E N.
To complete the proof of the lemma set S* = (y2, R) so S*/R = &(M/R) 5 We have established that the Sylow 2-subgroup of N(A)/AC(A) has order 1 or 2 and, in the latter case, is either of PGL or PGL* type on A. The discussion found in [1 1, part III, Sect. 91 establishes the following:
(1) if iM = R, S is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of S,(q) for some odd 4,
(2) if j M : R 1 = 2, S is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of L,(q)q + 1 (mod 8) for some odd q. The arguments of [l l] only require
